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Abstract 
 
 In the present study I expand on existing studies on syllabic patterns in babbling in 
two ways. First, I present two large-scale studies of babbling patterns from, respectively, 
eight and nine different languages. Second, I analyse babbling patterns – the “phonetic 
syntax” of babbling (Lipkind et al., 2013) – beyond the terms ‘reduplicated’ and ‘variegated’; 
a sequence “babadi”, for example, could be an example of either reduplicated or variegated 
babbling, and possible subpatterns become even more complex when considering four-
syllable utterances. The conclusion is that that full variegation is preferred over any other 
form of reduplication in 0-24-months-olds – XY, XYZ, and XYZW. When infants do reduplicate 
they prefer to do so at the end of the utterance. From a cross-linguistic point of view it can 
be concluded that Polish and Germanic speaking infants use variegated patterns more 
frequently than infants of other languages. As regards to reduplicated patterns, languages 
such as French, Portuguese and Romanian have the highest distribution of reduplication. 
With regard to development of distribution of the syllabic patterns within the first two years 
of life, variegated utterances are produced at the very beginning of babbling and the 
frequency in which they occur increases while the infants grow older. 
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1. Introduction 
Traditionally it has been thought that infants’ babbling is characterized by an initial 
phase of reduplicated babbling and a later phase of variegated babbling (Oller, 1980; Elbers, 
1982; Blake, & Boysson-Bardies, 1992; Reis Teixeira & Davis, 2002; Hoff 2008). However, in a 
small-scale English-only study, Smith et al. (1989) showed that variegated babbling 
sequences were present from the start and that the distribution did not change radically 
over time. In a larger study, Lipkind et al. (2013) also found that 9-28 month old English-
speakers do not show a development from reduplicated to variegated babbling, but that 
they first tend to reduplicate newly-learned syllables before beginning to use them in 
variegated sequences. Moreover, it seems to be the case that there is cross-linguistic 
generality in the distribution of some specific babbling structures (Weir, 1962). Yet, a study 
on the distribution of reduplicated and variegated patterns on a large cross-linguistic scale 
has never been conducted. Therefore, this study aims at answering the question of what 
differences or similarities in the types of syllable (repetition) patterns occur across multiple 
languages between the ages of 0 and 24 months old. 
In the present exploratory study I use two methods to extract data from the linguistic 
database PhonBank (Rose et al., 2006; Rose & MacWhinney, 2014) – one based on Data 
Tiers (a tool that makes of use regular expressions) and the other on PhonShell (using 
scripts). The first project, using Data tiers, provides information on mono-, di- and trisyllabic 
utterances produced by infants between 0-24 months old from eight different languages 
(Arabic, Dutch, French, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian and Swedish). Project 2, 
automated and more accurate than Project 1, is a large-scale project of babbling patterns 
from nine different languages (the same languages as in Project 1, with the addition of 
English).  
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I analyse babbling patterns – the “phonetic syntax” of babbling (Lipkind et al., 2013) – 
beyond the terms ‘reduplicated’ and ‘variegated’, which are very broad. A sequence babadi, 
for example, could be an example of either reduplicated or variegated babbling, and possible 
subpatterns become even more complex when considering four-syllable utterances. 
1.1 Previous Research 
Traditionally a distinction between two types of babbling is made – reduplicated and 
variegated babbling. According to Oller (1980), reduplicated babbling (a subcategory within 
canonical babbling) occurs between seven and ten months of age characterised by a “lack of 
substantial variation within utterances in terms of consonantal and vocalic units occurring in 
a sequence” (p. 99), for example “dada” and “bababa”. However, Oller (1980) admits that 
not all canonical babbling is reduplicated – especially monosyllabic utterances seem to be 
produced as frequent as reduplicated utterances. The variegated babbling stage occurs 
around 11 and 12 months of age (Oller, 1980). This stage is characterised by utterances 
consisting of differing consonantal and vocalic units (e.g. “tado” and “bapoki”). That this 
distinction between a reduplicated and variegated stage is not as black and white as it seems 
has been demonstrated by several speech production studies on babbling. 
Smith, Brown-Sweeney and Stoel-Gammon (1989) conducted one of the earliest 
studies on syllabic patterns. They recorded ten children from the age of six months to 
eighteen months old, at intervals of four months growing in English speaking families. The 
data were divided into three age groups, namely: 6-9 months, 10-13 months and 14-17 
months. They found that in the youngest age group reduplicated patterns accounted for 57% 
of the utterances and, thus, variegated pattern for 43% (p. 7). In the second age group, 
reduplicated patterns accounted for 65% of the multisyllabic utterances, against 35% of 
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variegated utterances (p. 8). In the oldest age group, they saw a sudden increase of 
variegated utterances (66%) (p. 8). They conclude that even during the reduplicated babbling 
stage, “considerable” variegated babbling occurred (Smith et al., 1989, p. 15). Moreover, 
during the period known as the variegated babbling stage (10-13 months), the distribution of 
variegated and reduplicated patterns was “essentially the same as that observed” in the 
preceding age group (6-9 months) (p. 15). Thus, it seems that there is hardly any difference 
between these periods that are commonly considered to be distinct (p.15). 
A second study, by Reis Teixeira and Davis (2002), was conducted on the early sound 
structure in the speech of two Brazilian Portuguese speaking infants. They found that 
“reduplication (i.e., /baba/ or /dᴂdᴂ/) is the predominant intersyllabic pattern in early 
sequences” (Reis Teixeira and Davis, 2002, p. 182). The researchers followed two 
monolingual Brazilian Portuguese speaking children from the age of 12 months to 36 
months. Their data consisted of 1,539 phonetically transcribed utterances. The overall 
characteristic relevant for this study is that disyllables had the highest frequency (51%) 
followed by monosyllables (29%), trisyllablic words (18%) and syllables consisting of four or 
more syllables (2%) (Reis Teixeira and Davis, 2002). “The preferred syllable type across 
stages for both children was an open syllable with onset CV (72%). Eleven percent of the 
syllables have no onset and only 12% have offsets (most of which are occupied by glides 
(71%))” (Reis Teixeira and Davis, 2002, p. 193). Initially, the infants produced more 
reduplicated patterns (53.6%) than variegated ones. Yet, in the second period, the infants 
produced more variegated patterns than reduplicated patterns (37.3%) (Reis Teixeira and 
Davis, 2002, p. 195). This seems to suggest that there is a transition from a period of no 
preference for either reduplication or variegation to a period of slight preference for 
variegation while the participants grew older. 
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Finally, Lipkind et al. (2013) showed that, instead of one shift from reduplication to 
variegation, there are several shifts. They used the linguistic database CHILDES 
(MacWhinney, 2000) to conduct a study on babbling patterns in the production of nine 
English-speaking 9-28-month-olds. They used three measures: reduplication defined as “the 
frequency of occurrences in reduplicated transitions per syllable type”; occurrence of new 
syllables at edges defined as “the frequency of occurrences of a syllable type at the edge of 
an utterance compared to occurrences its middle”; and, addition of new transitions defined 
as  “number of new transition types per syllable type in each session” (p. 8). Lipkind et al. 
(2013) found that, instead of a developmental shift from reduplicated to variegated 
utterances, there is more than one shift – each newly acquired syllable type goes through 
several “pair-wise transitions, asynchronously over development” (p. 1). Again, this shows 
that there is no distinct developmental shift from reduplicated to variegated babbling as was 
commonly thought. 
Table 1 gives an overview of the most important results and conclusions of the above-
mentioned theory and studies.  
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Literature Results Conclusion 
Oller (1980) No results presented due to the 
fact that it is a descriptive chapter 
in multivolume   
Reduplication: 7-10 months of 
age; Variegation: 10-11 months 
of age 
Smith et al. (1989) 6-9 months: 57% reduplication 
10-13 months: 65% reduplication 
14-17 months: 44% reduplication 
Little distinction between 
reduplicated babbling period 
and variegated babbling period 
Reis Teixeira and 
Davis (2002) 
In the first period, there is a fifty-
fifty distribution of reduplicated 
and variegated patterns. In the 
second period, preference for 
variegation. 
Shift from neither preference 
for reduplication or variegation 
to a preference for variegation. 
Lipkind et al. (2013) Reduplication of newly-acquired 
syllables before use in variegated 
utterances 
More than one shift from 
reduplication to variegation 
Table 1 Overview of results from previous research 
1.2 The Present Study 
According to the previous literature it can be concluded that babbling can be 
variegated from the start of the babbling stage. However, two of the three above-mentioned 
studies are based on the data acquired by recording English infants while the other is based 
on only two infants growing up in a Brazilian Portuguese environment. Therefore, what is 
missing is a large-scale cross-linguistic research on the distribution of syllabic patterns. 
Accordingly, this study aims at answering the questions of what kind of cross-linguistic 
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differences or similarities appear between the types of syllable patterns found in babbling 
and how does the distribution of syllabic patterns develop in 0-24-month-olds. 
As mentioned previously, I look more closely into the different reduplication and 
variegation patterns that exist in babbling. Traditionally, reduplicated babbling means 
production of two or more consecutive consonant-vowel repetitions (e.g. “bababa”) and 
variegated babbling means two or more differing consonant-vowel sequences. Syllabic 
patterns will henceforth be described as combinations of X, Y, Z and W, where each letter 
stands for a syllable. In the present study, I use the following labels to elaborate on the place 
of reduplication: 
(I) Full reduplication is repetition throughout the whole utterance (XX, XXX, and 
XXXX); 
(II) Initial reduplication is repetition of the first syllables in an utterance (XXY, XXXY, 
XXYX, XXYY and XXYZ); 
(III) Central reduplication is repetition of the second and third syllable in 
tetrasylabic utterances, the first and final syllable are different from the 
centred ones (XYYX and XYYZ); 
(IV) Final reduplication is repetition of the last syllables in an utterance (XYY, XYYY, 
XXYY, XYXX and XYZZ); 
(V) Variegation is diversity of syllables in an utterance (XY, XYX, XYZ, XYXY, XYXZ, 
XYZX, XYZY and XYZW). 
I treat XXYY as both initial as well as final reduplication. 
Since it was traditionally thought that there is a clear cut distinction between the 
reduplicated and variegated stages while more recent studies show that there is an overlap 
of the stages, I will first extract data from infants between 0-24 months of age. Secondly, this 
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age range is divided into five subgroups, namely: 0-5 months, 5-8 months, 8-12 months, 12-
18 months and 18-24 months. This division enables me to indicate whether development of 
distribution of the syllabic patterns occurs. The decision to use these age groups is based on 
linguistic development milestones: around the age of 5 months infants start to develop their 
articulatory apparatus, around 8 months infants start babbling, around 12 months 
consonant sounds have become clearly distinguishable from each other, around 18 months 
the child produces approximately 50 words but this is still in combination with babbling, and 
around 12 months the babbling period ends (Hoff, 2008). The second year is a transition 
period from babbling to speaking. 
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2. Project 1 
2.1 Methodology 
What was missing from the above-mentioned literature was a large-scale study on 
syllabic patterns in babbling. Therefore, the goal for this project was to explore the 
distribution of syllabic patterns in disyllabic and trisyllabic patterns in 0-24 months old 
infants from eight different languages, namely: Arabic, Dutch, French, Japanese, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, and Swedish. 
2.1.1 Corpora 
The PhonBank (Rose et al., 2006; Rose & MacWhinney, 2014) corpora are available in 
two formats (CHAT and Phon). The format that is used for this project is the Phon format. 
Appendix I1 shows the corpora that are included in Phon, the number of participants per 
corpora, the number of sessions per corpora, the number of records for the corpora used in 
this thesis and the tier on which the transcriptions have been written. However, not all 
corpora available in PonBank turned out to be useful for the purpose of this study due to the 
age of the participants or the way in which the babbling had been transcribed.  
Eventually, the following nine corpora have been used in this project: Arabic-Kern 
(Kern et al., 2009), Dutch-Zink (Zink, 2005), French-Kern (Kern et al., 2009), Japanese-Ota 
(Ota, 2003), Japanese-Stanford (Vihman et al., 1985), Polish-WeistJarosz (Weist & 
Witkowska-Stadnik, 1986), Portuguese-CCF (Correia, 2010; Costa, 2010), Romanian-Kern 
(Kern et al., 2009) and Swedish-Stanford (Vihman et al., 1985). Two Japanese corpora have 
                                                          
1
 For more detailed information see the manual that has been made available on the PhonBank website: 
http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/13phonbank.pdf 
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been analysed since these were small corpora. Six of the languages are Indo-European 
languages. Dutch and Swedish are languages from the Germanic branch of the Indo-
European tree. French, Portuguese and Romanian find their origins in the Latin/ Italic branch 
and Polish in the Balto-Slavic branch. Arabic and Japanese are not part of the Indo-European 
language tree and, therefore, it is interesting to explore whether these behave differently 
from Indo-European languages. 
2.1.2 Apparatus 
This project has been conducted on a Lenovo Thinkpad Edge 15 using the 1.6.2 
dda965d version of Phon. The results have been exported to LibreOffice Calc as .csv files. 
2.1.3 Regular Expressions 
In project 1, regular expressions were used to search within the Data tiers labelled “IPA 
Actual” and “pho”. A regular expression is a string of characters that looks for a certain 
pattern. To start at a very basic level, monosyllabic utterances were sought for. This made it 
more comprehensible to look for polysyllabic utterances, since monosyllabic utterances are 
the base for polysyllabic utterances. A syllable is made of a nucleus, which is almost always a 
vowel, and that this nucleus can be surrounded by an initial and a final margin (consonants). 
Thus, the most simple monosyllabic utterance would be one which only consists of one 
vowel and the most complex monosyllabic utterance would be one consisting of more than 
one consonant at the initial and final margin with a vowel in between.  
When searching for any possible form of monosyllabic utterances, those utterances 
should include monosyllabic utterances consisting of only a vowel but also monosyllables 
with one or more consonants at the initial and/ or final margin(s). A simplified version of the 
expression for monosyllabic utterances would be –V?–V?–V?V–V?–V?–V? C?C?C?VC?C?C? 
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(where –V means consonant but also encompasses suprasegmentals and pronunciation 
features; V means vowel, and the ?-operator means optional). However, from a quick look at 
the transcriptions in the project manager of PhonBank, the conclusion can be drawn that not 
all transcriptions consist of simply vowel and consonant clusters: some transcripts use the 
stress character to indicate where the stress lies in a babble, others indicate pronunciation 
features like aspiration, and most of the corpora use “:” to indicate the length of the vowel 
or consonant. Each of these markers are counted as additional non-vowel characters in 
PhonBank. Therefore, expressions for all possibilities of consonants and pronunciation 
features were needed. The regular expressions used for the purpose of this project can be 
found in Appendix II. In what follows, I will clarify the symbols in the expressions and the 
expressions themselves. The expression operators used for this project are found in Table 2. 
Symbol Explanation 
^ Delimiting operated, marks the initial position 
$ Delimiting operator, marks the final position 
() Combines the two above mentioned delimiting operators 
[] Specifies ‘classes’ of characters 
(^) Negation: the expression should match any character that is 
not within the square brackets 
? Preceding character or class of characters is optional 
\# Backreference where # indicates the order of appearance of 
the brackets 
Table 2 Operators of Regular Expression used in Project 1 
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Table 3 shows the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) used to define 
suprasegmentals, vowels, consonants and pronunciation features. Consonants and 
pronunciation features have been defined as not-vowel characters. 
IPA symbol(s) Explanation 
ˈ Suprasegmental 
: Suprasegmental 
 Suprasegmental 
 Suprasegmental 
| Suprasegmental 
‖ Suprasegmental 
ˑ Suprasegmental 
. Suprasegmental 
iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ Vowels 
^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ  Non-vowels: Consonants and pronunciation 
features 
Table 3 IPA symbols used in Project 1 
Combining these symbols in an expression means for Search 1 (expression for 
monosyllabic utterances) that the utterances have to start (^) and to end ($) before and 
after the given string of characters. The initial margin is optional (?); it can be any character 
that is not a vowel and a space. Since suprasegmentals were very common, all 
suprasegmentals have been made optional with each occurring not-vowel character. This 
string of optional consonant and optional suprasegmentals is repeated five times assuming 
that consonant clusters longer than three are not very likely and that those consonants can 
be accompanied by diacritics, contours and tones (diacritics, contours and tones were 
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uncommon). Following these five possibilities there is a mandatory vowel. Finally, the 
expression is closed by five optional not-vowel characters and five optional 
suprasegmentals. 
The polysyllabic utterances are elaborations of the monosyllabic utterances: for each 
syllable that is added, a new series of a vowel followed by five optional characters are 
attached to the expression, as shown in Search 2 (Appendix II). Special expressions of 
polysyllabic utterances are those with the backreference operator. For example, Search 3 
says that Phon will look for a consecutive repetition of the form optional not-vowel-like 
character and its optional suprasegmentals five times, a vowel and five times a not-vowel-
like character with its optional suprasegmentals. This leads to results of the XX pattern. 
However, since a negation of a back reference is not understood by Phon, it appeared to be 
impossible to write an expression that would exclusively look for the XY pattern because 
syllable Y would be written with the same in the expression as syllable X, resulting in XX 
patterns in the XY results. Therefore, XY patterns have to be extracted manually from the 
results of Search 2 minus the results from Search 3. 
In addition, the same problem arises when extracting the XXY, XYX and XYY patterns 
for trisyllabic utterances: the results would include XXX patterns. Extracting XXX patterns 
(Search 6) requires the use of the back reference operator twice. An XXY pattern demands a 
backreference for the first syllable. However, the last syllable represents all syllable 
possibilities including those that are similar to the first syllable (and thus the second 
syllable), resulting in an output for XXY that includes XXX (Search 7). Search 8 (XYX) needs a 
backreference for the third syllable referring back to the first syllable. Here, the second 
syllable includes the same possible syllable form as the first syllable (resulting in an output 
for XYX including XXX). Thirdly, a proper expression for XYY would represent syllable Y as a 
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negated backreference for the first syllable twice, yet this is not possible. The second syllable 
will include the same syllable form as syllable X, as will the third syllable resulting in XXX 
patterns among the XYY results. Therefore, the patterns XXY, XYX, XYY can be extracted from 
Search 7, 8 and 9 respectively minus the results from Search 6, since it is not possible to 
write specific expressions for these patterns. 
The last search, Search 10, looks for the pattern XYZ. This search includes all possible 
trisyllabic utterances, since it is fully-variegated. Thus, XYZ has to be extracted manually from 
the results from Search 5 minus the results from Search 6, 7,8 and 9. 
2.1.4 Procedure 
As mentioned previously, some corpora provided by the PhonBank had to be excluded 
due to the age of the participants or due to unsuitable transcriptions of babbling (use of non-
IPA symbols). Most importantly, the corpora had to consist of sessions in which participants 
were younger than two years old. In order to exclude sessions of the corpora in which the 
participants became older than two years, the query settings were fixed in Phon such that 
the search would exclude those sessions from the results. In addition, to make sure that the 
results only consisted of utterances produced by the infant and not by their siblings, the 
participant’s name was specified in the search. 
The settings for Data Tiers in Phon were as follows:  
(I) Tier name (this setting varied across the corpora): IPA Actual or pho.  
(II) Expression type: Regular expression.  
(III) Expression: this setting varied depending on the Query that had to be done, as 
described above (see Appendix II).  
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(IV) Participant Filter: the participant’s name was filled out and the age was defined 
as “less than” 02;00.00 (age in Years; Months. Days)2.  
After the query had been run per participant per expression, the results were saved as 
an Aggregated Inventory. This outputs a table with head rows representing the utterances 
and the head columns representing the sessions in which the utterances were found (for an 
example output, see Appendix III). In order to view phonetic characters properly, the results 
have been saved as LibreOffice Calc documents (.csv.) with the character set specified as 
Unicode (UTF-8). 
As mentioned above the expressions made for the patterns XY, XXY, XYX, XYY and XYZ 
did not result in exclusively those patterns: XY has to be extracted from Search 1 minus the 
results from Search 2; results from Search 5 have to be subtracted from Searches 7, 8 and 9 
to result in pure XXY, XYX and XYY patterns; and Searches 6, 7, 8 and 9 have to be subtracted 
from Search 5 to result in pure XYZ patterns. 
Moreover, Search 3 for disyllabic XX pattern and Search 6 for trisyllabic XXX seemed to 
produce results that looked like XX and XXX patterns on the surface but could also be 
assessed as XY, XYZ when implementing principles of universal syllabification. This idea is put 
forth by Gillis and De Schutter (1996) who write that “universal principles are sufficient to 
                                                          
2 The age was defined as “less than” 02;00.00. Thus sessions in which the infants are exactly two years old are 
excluded from the reports. This was the case for three participants: Meinder (Dutch-Zink), Baptiste (French-Kern) and Matei 
(Romanian-Kern). These sessions could have been included if the age range was defined as “less than” 02;00.00 and “equal 
to” 02;00.00. The records for sessions dumv34 (Meinder), frbm31 (Baptiste), and roma32 (Matei) add up to 1602 records/ 
utterances of which some records are longer than three syllables. This means that less than 865 monosyllabic utterances 
(mean percentage 54.0%), 576 disyllabic utterances (mean percentage 36.0%) and 160 trisyllabic utterances (mean 
percentage 10.0%) have been excluded from the results. Compared to 81,933 monosyllabic, 54,642 disyllabic and 15204 
trisyllabic utterances that have been included, the consequences of this flaw are, nonetheless, negligible. 
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explain syllabification. Except for obligatory onset formation, other principles act as soft 
constraints that are influence by factors such as stress and vowel and consonant quality” (p. 
487). In their article they give three strong universal constraints of which two are relevant 
here:  
(I) The Obligatory Onset Principle which says that “the consonant immediately 
preceding a vowel is the onset of the syllable to which that vowel belongs” 
meaning that VCV sequences are more likely segmented as V.CV rather than 
VC.V. 
(II) The Maximal Onset Principle “holds that all prevocalic consonants are elements 
of the syllable’s onset. Therefore, VCCV is more likely segmented as V.CCV. 
These principles hold as long as they do not violate the phonotactics of a specific language. 
Thus for an utterance like “atatat” which was assessed as an XXX pattern (at.at.at) by the 
program, universal syllabification would treat this result as an XYZ pattern, segmenting it as 
“a.ta.tat”.  This implies that all results for Searches 3 and 6 had to be checked on false 
reduplication patterns and that these false reduplications need to be put under their proper 
syllabification pattern. This is done by manual inspection3. 
The output needed also be manually checked for utterances like “ma.ma:.ma”, since 
the program treated consonants with suprasegmentals, diacritics, contours and tones, as 
well as vowels with lengthening, differently from those that were not further specified than 
                                                          
3 In regard to the manual syllabification, ambisyllabicity is not considered in assessment of the utterances. As a 
consequence, utterances like “atatat” – that have been syllabified according to Universal syllabication principles (a.ta.tat) – 
could be syllabified as a “a.ta[t]at“ (squared brackets meaning that the consonant is ambisyllabic). However, the rules of 
ambisyllabification depend on the place of stress in the utterance. Since this information was not accessible most of the 
time, ambisyllabification is not taken into account. 
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just a basic consonant and vowel. As a consequence, such utterances as “ma.ma:.ma” were 
classified as XYX while it should have been classified as XXX (other possibilities were XXY 
instead of XXX; XYY instead of XXX; XYZ instead of XXX, XXY, XYX or XYY). Therefore, the 
output needed to be manually checked for such false classifications. 
2.2 Results 
There were 81,933 monosyllabic utterances, 54,642 disyllabic utterances and 15,204 
trisyllabic utterances (for an overview of the results, see Appendix IV). Together they form 
151,779 utterances for the nine corpora. Table 4 shows the number of participants per 
corpus. The number of participants are similar – there is no corpus that relies on only one 
participant that could be the odd one out. Figure 1 presents distribution of mono-, di- and 
trisyllabic utterances per corpus.  
Corpus # of Participants 
Arabic-Kern 4 
Dutch-Zink 4 
French-Kern 4 
Japanese-Ota 3 
Japanese-Stanford 5 
Polish-WeistJarosz 2 
Portuguese-CCF 5 
Romanian-Kern 4 
Swedish-Standford 5 
Total 36 
Table 4 Number of participants per corpus 
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Figure 1 Distribution of mono-, di-, and trisyllabic utterances per corpus 
2.2.1 Disyllabic utterances: XX and XY 
The average of utterances with the reduplication pattern is 19.6% (10,699 XX 
utterances out of 54,642 utterances in total) and for the variegated pattern 80.9% (44,179 
XY utterances)4. However, cross-linguistically the distributions of these patterns varies 
enormously ranging from 3.9% for XX in Polish-WeistJarosz to 29.3% in Portuguese-CCF. 
When looking into the language families mentioned above, the Latin/Italic languages 
(French, Portuguese and Romanian) overall represent the biggest portion of the XX pattern: 
20.8%, 29.3% and 29.0% respectively (M=26.4%). The Germanic languages (Dutch and 
Swedish, M=15.7%) represent the second biggest percentage of XX followed by Arabic 
(16.4%), Japanese (M=14.9%%) and Polish (3.9%). With regard to Japanese, this project had 
access to two Japanese corpora. When comparing the results of these two, it can be 
                                                          
4
 These numbers do not add up to 100% as a consequence of quite some manual work during the assessment 
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concluded that even among two corpora of the same language there is variation: Japanese-
Ota has a percentage of 11.8% for XX utterances and Japanese-Stanford 18.0%. Figures 2.1 
and 2.2 show the distribution of XX and XY. 
 
Figure 2.1 Distribution of XX and XY patterns per corpus and the mean percentage 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Distribution of XX and XY patterns per language family and the mean percentage 
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2.2.2 Trisyllabic utterances 
 The corpora provided 15,204 trisyllabic utterances in total. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show 
the distributions of the trisyllabic patterns per corpus and per language family. 
 
Figure 3.1 Distribution of 3-syllable patterns per corpus and the mean percentage 
 
Figure 3.2 Distribution of 3-syllable patterns per language family and the mean percentage 
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2.2.2.1 Full Reduplication: XXX 
The mean percentage for reduplication in three syllable utterances is 7.9% with 
extremes ranging from 0.6% (Polish-WeistJarosz) to 18.9% (Romanian-Kern). Two of the 
Latin-Italic languages (M=13.1%) exceed the average of 7.9% by far (Portuguese 12.8% and 
Romanian 18.9%). French is close to the average with 7.6% of XXX utterances. The second 
best language family for XXX is the Germanic family (M=10.3%) with Dutch and Swedish 
consistent in their distribution (10.3% and 10.4% respectively). The Japanese corpora 
(M=5.8%) also seem to be consistent for this pattern (5.3% for Japanese-Ota and 6.2% for 
Japanese-Stanford), followed by Arabic (4.2%). Polish has the lowest percentage of the XXX 
pattern with 0.6%.  
2.2.2.2 Initial Reduplication: XXY 
The general distribution of XXY is 7.4% with extremes varying from 1.1% (Polish) and 
15.7% (Portuguese). The Latin/Italic languages (M=10.8%) represent the languages with the 
highest percentage of XXY patterns as compared to the other languages. However, this time 
there is little consensus within this family, as well as among the Germanic languages. French 
has the lowest percentage of XXY utterances in the Latin/Italic family (7.4%, exactly the 
average percentage). Portuguese has the biggest proportion with 15.7%, followed by 
Romanian (9.3%). The mean of the Japanese corpora (M=5.8%) is the second best 
representative of XXY followed by the Germanic languages (M=7.3%), which are close to the 
average percentage. Arabic’s distribution of XXY is 5.2% and Polish is odd one out with 1.1%. 
2.2.2.3 Final Reduplication: XYY 
The extremes for reduplication at the end of a tri-syllabic utterances vary from 0.9% 
(Polish) to 20.2% (Romanian) resulting in an average of 12.3%. In addition, the percentages 
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within language families vary dramatically this time. The Latin/Italic languages represent the 
biggest percentages: 20.2% for Romanian; 15.9% for French; 14.7% for Portuguese 
(M=16.9%). The Germanic family has the second highest mean percentage (M=14.7%): 
17.1% for Swedish and 12.3% for Dutch. Japanese follows with 12.6% for Japanese-Stanford 
and 10.6% for Japanese-Ota (M=11.6%). Arabic has a percentage of 8.8% for XYY and Polish 
0.9%. 
2.2.2.4 Variegation: XYX 
The percentages for this pattern lie closer together than for the previous pattern since 
this pattern is poorly represented in all languages: the mean percentage is 3.1%. Again 
Latin/Italic languages have the highest percentages: Romanian 3.2%; French 4.0%; and 
Portuguese 3.1% (M=3.8%). Germanic follows the Latin languages: Dutch 3.2% and Swedish 
3.2% (M=3.2%). This time Arabic comes third in line with 2.5% followed by Japanese 
(M=1.6%): Japanese-Stanford 2.4% and Japanese-Ota 0.9%. Again, Polish comes last in line 
with 0.9%. 
2.2.2.5 Full Variegation: XYZ 
Surprisingly, the results for XYZ lie relatively close together, considering that XYZ has 
by far the biggest mean percentage (69.4%). Unlike the other four patterns, XYZ is best 
represented by Polish (96.5%) followed by Arabic (73.8%) and Japanese: Japanese-Ota 
(74.8%) and Japanese-Stanford (67.9%) (M=71.4%). Germanic is the fourth language 
representing this variegated pattern: Dutch (69.2%) and Swedish (62.2%) (M=65.7%). The 
last is Latin/Italic: French (67.0%), Portuguese (55.0%) and Romanian (47.5%) (M=56.5%). 
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2.3 Conclusion and discussion 
Taken together, the infants preferred to utter variegated patterns (XY and XYZ) but 
when infants use reduplication they prefer to do so at the end of the utterance (XYY). The 
third preferred pattern is that of XXX, followed by XXY. The least preferred pattern is XYX. 
From a cross-linguistic view, Polish infants (in the Balto-Slavic branch of Indo-European) 
showed the biggest preference for producing variegated utterances. The infants in the other 
languages families also preferred variegated utterances over duplicated utterances. Yet, 
when taking into consideration the second most produced pattern, XYY, it can be concluded 
that the Latin/Italic languages (French, Portuguese and Romanian) prefer final reduplication 
over full and initial reduplication. 
The goal of this study was to find out about the syllable patterns produced by infants 
between 0-24 months old across nine languages, including English and applying language 
specific phonotactics. The second goal was to show if there is some development concerning 
these patterns by dividing the two years into five age groups (0-5 months; 5-8 months; 8-12 
months; 12-18 months; 18-24 months). However, including English, applying languages 
specific phonotactics and analysing the age subgroups were not pursued in Project 1 after I 
was provided with a possibly more accurate method to extract the data. During the research 
on Project 1, there was ongoing contact with the designers of PhonBank, Yvan Rose and 
Greg Hedlund, about problems with some of the corpora. Hedlund provided two scripts that 
were able to do automatically what was done manually in Project 1, namely extracting 
utterances of all syllable lengths and outputting what type of pattern the utterances 
followed. These scripts led to Project 2. 
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3. Project 2 
3.1 Methodology 
The goal of the second project  was to elaborate on the first project by expanding the 
search to utterances consisting of four syllables to see whether final reduplication is indeed 
preferred over other reduplication places. In addition, by dividing the age group from 0-2 
years old into five smaller age groups (0-5 months, 5-8 months, 8-12 months, 12-16 months 
and 16-24 months) this project provides information on whether developmental patterns 
exist. 
3.1.1 Corpora 
 The same corpora as in Project 1 have been used in Project 2 with the addition of 
English-Providence (Demuth et al., 2006), English-Stanford (Vihman et al., 1985), French-
Lyon (Demuth & Tremblay, 2008), French-Stanford (Vihman et al., 1985) and Portuguese-
Freitas (Freitas, 1997). Greg Hedlund was able to write a script that copies the transcriptions 
from the pho tier to the IPA Actual tier and another script that could extract the data from 
the IPA Actual tier. The total number of corpora examined in this project was fourteen. 
3.1.2 Apparatus 
This project has been conducted on a Lenovo Thinkpad Edge 15 using the 2.0.7 
(1bd62678) version of Phon. The results have been saved as .csv files in LibreOffice Calc. 
3.1.3 Script 
There are two version of the script to report syllable patterns from the IPA Actual 
tier, since the first version (Appendix V) treated some AAA patterns as AAB patterns due to 
diacritics etc. following the consonants and vowels. Since I wanted these to play no part in 
defining the patterns of the utterances, a second version was made which excluded such 
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features from defining the pattern (Appendix VI). This second version was applied to 
Portuguese-CCF, since the other corpora had been already analysed and this corpus suffered 
the most from the flaw in the first version. The second version can be downloaded from 
https://phon.ca/scripts/BabblingPatterns.groovy. The script to copy the pho tier to IPA 
Actual tier (Appendix VII) can be downloaded from: 
https://phon.ca/scripts/CopyPhoToIPAActual.groovy. 
The advantage of the script that reports syllable patterns is that it applies the right 
syllabification rules for several languages in this project. The only languages for which 
PhonBank did not provide syllabification on the basis of their own rules were Japanese and 
Romanian. These languages have been syllabified based on English syllabification. How the 
syllabification principles were selected for the right language can be found in section 3.1.4 
Procedure. 
In Libre Office Calc, the scripts yielded the syllabified IPA Target, syllabified IPA 
Actual, the IPA Actual Pattern as ABC, ABB etc. In addition, the output indicates whether IPA 
Target and IPA Actual match (value “Y” for a match and “N” if there is no match), see 
Appendix VIII for an output example. 
3.1.4 Procedure 
The first step in this project was resetting the syllabification for each language. This 
automatically set for all sessions per language in Phon with the “reset syllabification” tool 
(for detailed process, see Appendix VIII). Table 3 shows the corpora and the chosen 
syllabification set. 
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Corpus Syllabification set 
Arabic-Kern Arabic (ara) 
Dutch-Zink Dutch (nld) 
English-Providence English (eng) 
English-Stanford English (eng) 
French-Kern French (fra) 
French-Lyon French (fra) 
French-Stanford French (fra) 
Japanese-Ota English (eng) 
Japanese-Stanford English (eng) 
Polish-WeistJarosz Polish (pol) 
Portuguese-CCF Portuguese-European (por) 
Portuguese-Freitas Portuguese-European (por) 
Romanian-Kern English (eng) 
Swedish-Stanford Swedish (swe) 
Table 3 Corpora and their selected syllabification set 
Except for two languages, all language syllabification for this project can be found in 
under the possibilities for syllabification. Since there were no specific syllabification rules for 
Japanese and Romanian, these languages have been syllabified according to English 
syllabification rules. The English syllabification set was chosen for these corpora to be 
consistent and because it would not have  violate the universal constraints. 
Secondly, in order to select the sessions that are needed for the age groups, the age of 
the infants for each session had to be looked up manually. This information can be found 
under Session Information (Project Manager > Participant > Session, then in Session Editor > 
View > Session Information). For an overview of the age groups with corresponding sessions 
per infant, see Appendix IX.  
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The reports were saved as .csv-files in Libre Office Calc. During inspection of the 
reports, I found results that could not be defined to be of a specific pattern (e.g. those that 
had been transcribed as merely “V.V”). In these cases the transcribers did not know how to 
transcribe the utterances in IPA. Therefore, such utterances were erased from the report. 
There were, nevertheless, some exceptions. For example, in Arabic-Kern session 
Feryel.tufe09 record 25 there is the utterance that is transcribed as ‘VC’. Obviously, this 
monosyllabic utterance can only be classified as an X pattern. Consequently, I left such 
unambiguous utterances in the report. 
Since all corpora, except for Portuguese-CCF, were analysed with the first version of 
the script, the output of these corpora needed to be checked on false classifications due to 
stress markers. In such cases where the classification went wrong, the pattern had to be 
changed manually. 
3.2 Results 
Appendix X gives a complete overview of the results collected in Project 2. There were 
256,923 utterances in total. First, I will discuss the results for the age group from 0 to 2 years 
old. In the subsection Longitudinal, I will discuss whether there is development throughout 
the five smaller age groups. Table 4 presents the number of participants per corpus – no 
corpus relies on the output of only one participant. Figure 4 shows the distribution of 1-, 2-, 
3- and 4-syllabic utterances per corpus. 
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Corpus # of Participants 
Arabic-Kern 4 
English-Providence 6 
English-Stanford 5 
Dutch-Zink 4 
French-Kern 4 
French-Lyon 4 
French-Stanford 5 
Japanese-Ota 3 
Japanese-Stanford 5 
Polish-WeistJarosz 2 
Portuguese-CCF 5 
Portuguese-Freitas 5 
Romanian-Kern 4 
Swedish-Standford 5 
Total 61 
Table 4 Number of participants per corpus 
 
Figure 4 Distribution of mono-, di-, tri- and tetrasyllabic utterances per corpus 
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3.2.1 Disyllabic utterances: XX and XY 
In total, the corpora had 84,695 utterances consisting of two syllables. The XY pattern 
accounts for 84% of the utterances and XY for 16%. Taking all Latin/Italic languages together, 
they score highest in the distribution of the reduplicated pattern (M=20.2%). There is, 
however, quite some contrast among the French corpora as well as the Portuguese corpora. 
This is also the case for the Germanic languages (M=17.5%), since English-Providence scored 
highest on the variegated pattern (99.4%), while the other Germanic languages are closer to 
the average percentages. Why English-Providence and English-Stanford differ is unclear, 
since the number of participants, the age, type of English and the goal of the researchers are 
similar (as is the case for the French and Portuguese corpora). Thus, even with huge data 
sets there is a lot of individual variability. Therefore, it is hard to generalise the findings for 
the entire language. The second highest distribution of XY comes from Polish (96.0%). Tables 
7.1 and 7.2 show the distributions of XX and XY per corpus and per language family. 
 
Figure 5.1 Distribution of XX and XY per corpus and the mean percentage 
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of XX and XY per language family and the mean percentage 
3.2.2 Trisyllabic utterances 
There were 23,799 utterances in total consisting of three syllables. Distribution of the 
3-syllabic utterances can be found in Tables 8.1 (per corpus) and 8.2 (per language family). 
 
Figure 6.1 Distribution of trisyllablic utterances per corpus and the mean percentage 
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Figure 6.2 Distribution of trisyllablic utterances per language family and the mean percentage 
3.2.2.1 Full reduplication: XXX 
The full reduplicated form of the trisyllabic utterances, XXX, accounts for 6.4%. 
Romanian-Kern exceeds all other corpora for this pattern (17.5%). Other peaks are French-
Lyon (14.0%) and Portuguese-CCF (12.4%), also from the Latin/Italic group (M=8.0%). Polish 
has the lowest percentage in this category (0.5%). Germanic languages vary greatly and the 
other corpora are close to the average percentage. 
3.2.2.2 Initial reduplication: XXY 
XXY  (initial reduplication) also accounts for 6.4% of the trisyllabic utterances. 
Latin/Italic scores highest in this category with a mean percentage of 8.8% (French-Kern 
(4.5%), French-Lyon (17.7%), French-Stanford (7.6%), Portuguese-CCF (16.2%), Portuguese-
Freitas (3.7%) and Romanian-Kern (7.9%)), yet, some of the corpora of this language group 
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mean percentage of 0.1% (Japanese-Ota (7.5%) and Japanese-Stanford (12.8%)), while 
Arabic (7.7%) and Germanic with a mean percentage of 7.9% (Dutch-Zink (7.9%), English-
Providence (0.6%), English-Kern (8.9%), Swedish-Stanford (6.6%)),  approach the average for 
this pattern. 
3.2.2.3 Final reduplication: XYY 
This pattern (final reduplication) is distributed with an average of 12.8%. Of the 
patterns with duplication, this pattern is highly preferred. All language families come close to 
the average percentage with peaks at the low end for Polish-WeistJarosz (1.0%) and English-
Providence (3.2%) and peaks at the high end for the Latin/Italic languages French-Kern 
(16.0%), Portuguese-CCF (17.7%) and Romanian-Kern (21.9%). 
3.2.2.4 Variegation: XYX 
XYX accounts for 3.0% of the trisyllabic utterances. Generally, all corpora approach the 
mean percentage. English-Providence (0.4%) and Polish-WeistJarosz (0.6%) are the odd ones 
out at the low end and French-Stanford (7.2%) is the odd one out at the high end. 
3.2.2.5 Full variegation: XYZ 
The utterances consisting of three different syllables account for 71.5% of the 
trisyllabic utterances and represent, therefore, by far the most preferred pattern. High peaks 
can be found in English-Providence (95.7%) and Polish-WeistJarosz (96.7%). French-Lyon 
(50.6%) and Romanian-Kern (48.9%) score relatively low by comparison. Although these 
percentages converge considerably, overall, the language families are compatible with each 
other. 
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3.2.2.6 Summary trisyllabic utterances 
The most common pattern for trisyllabic utterances is the variegated pattern XYZ 
(71.5%). However, the reduplication pattern XYY (12.8%) was distributed more frequently 
than other reduplication patterns. XYY is followed by XXX (6.4%), XXY (6.4%) and XYX (3.0%). 
Yet, the percentages of reduplicated utterances add up to 25.6%, much less than variegated 
utterances, 
3.2.3 Tetrasyllabic utterances 
As was the case for disyllabic and trisyllabic utterances, full variegation (XYZW, 53.0%) 
is the most common pattern for utterances of four syllables. Polish (92.0%) exceeds the 
mean average most drastically. Germanic scores second highest for this pattern, followed by 
Arabic, Latin/ Italic and Japanese. Other variegated patterns are XYXY (4.2%), XYXZ (3.9%), 
XYZX (1.4%), and XYZY (3.3%). Together, variegated patterns take up 65.8% of the 
tetrasyllabic utterances. A striking result is the distribution of XYXY in Japanese (43.8%). It is 
unclear why this results differs extremely from the mean percentage (4.2%). One possible 
reason might be that the participants from Japanese-Ota were growing up in a Japanese 
community in the Washington, D.C. area. Thus, they might have been influenced by English. 
However, the mean percentage of XYXY in English itself is 4.5%. Therefore, this reason seems 
to be invalidated. 
Since it can be concluded from the three-syllable utterances that there is a distinction 
between the places of reduplication, the remainder of this section on tetrasyllabic 
utterances will focus on the place of reduplication. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show the distributions 
of tetrasyllabic utterances per corpus and per language. 
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Figure7.1 Distribution of tetrasyllabic utterances per corpus and the mean percentage 
 
Figure 7.2 Distribution of tetrasyllabic utterances per language family and the mean percentage 
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3.2.3.1 Full reduplication 
Full reduplication is represented by the form XXXX (5.4%) in tetrasyllabic utterances. 
Cross linguistically, the distribution XXXX varies drastically with peaks for French-Lyon 
(29.0%), Japanese-Ota (15.7%), Portuguese-CCF (17.4%) and Swedish-Stanford (13.5%). The 
language family that scores highest for this pattern is Japanese (M=11.0%), Japanese-Ota 
(15.7%) and Japanese-Stanford (6.2%). Japanese is followed by Latin/Italic with a mean 
percentage of 9.7% (French-Kern (4.5%), French-Lyon (29.0%), French-Stanford (6.3%), 
Portuguese-CCF (17.4%), Portuguese-Freitas (3.3%) and Romanian-Kern (5.1%)), Germanic 
with a mean percentage of 8.8% (Dutch-Zink (6.9%), English-Providence (0.0%), English-Kern 
(6.5%), Swedish-Stanford (13.5%)), Arabic (4.2%) and Polish (0.0%) 
3.2.3.2 Initial reduplication 
Patterns that have initial reduplication are: XXXY (2.1%), XXYX (0.8%), XXYY (1.8%) and 
XXYZ (4.4%). Together they account for 9.1% of the tetrasyllabic utterances. Latin/Italic 
(M=9.3%; French-Kern (9.3%), French-Lyon (9.7%), French-Stanford (9.4%), Portuguese-CCF 
(14.8%), Portuguese-Freitas (8.4%) and Romanian-Kern (16.5%)) generally exceeds the 
average of percentages in this category. Germanic (M=10.0%) scores second highest (Dutch-
Zink (10.1%), English-Providence (1.4%), English-Kern (14.1%), Swedish-Stanford (14.4%)), 
followed by Japanese (M=7.0%; Japanese-Ota (2.2%) and Japanese-Stanford (11.7%)), Arabic 
(7.9%) and Polish (1.4%).  
3.2.3.3 Central duplication 
There are only two patterns that have central duplication, namely: XYYX (0.4%) and 
XYYZ (6.2%). This means a total percentage of 6.6%. Cross linguistically, the distributions of 
XYYX lie quit close to the average percentage: the highest peak is 1.7% (Portuguese-CCF) and 
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the lowest peak is 0.0% (English-Providence, French-Lyon, Japanese-Ota, -Stanford, Polish-
WeistJarosz, Portuguese-Freitas and Swedish-Kern). This pattern is thus strikingly 
uncommon. There is more variation for XYYZ, on a cross linguistic level as well as on the level 
of specific languages. The biggest divergence is found within Latin/Italic (French-Kern (5.6%), 
French-Lyon (12.9%), French-Stanford (3.9%), Portuguese-CCF (16.5%), Portuguese-Freitas 
(3.3%) and Romanian-Kern (5.1%)). Generally speaking, Arabic exceeds the average of 
central reduplication the most (9.2%), followed by Latin/Italic (6.8%). Third highest score is 
for Japanese with a mean percentage of 5.4% Japanese-Ota (2.2%) and Japanese-Stanford 
(8.6%)), Germanic with a mean percentage of 4.0% (Dutch-Zink (6.2%), English-Providence 
(0.6%), English-Kern (4.6%), Swedish-Stanford (4.8%)) and Polish (2.9%). 
3.2.3.4 Final reduplication  
XXXX (5.4%), XXYY (1.8%), XYXX (0.5%), XYYY (4.1%) and XYZZ (8.6%) are the five 
tertasyllabic patterns that have final reduplication. Together they account for 20.4% of the 
utterances consisting of four syllables. Latin/Italic  with a mean percentage of 15.7% most 
often exceeds the mean averages (French-Kern (21.7%), French-Lyon (12.9%), French-
Stanford (8.5%), Portuguese-CCF (24.3%), Portuguese-Freitas (6.5%) and Romanian-Kern 
(6.5%)). Arabic scores second best for final reduplication (14.4%), followed by Japanese  with 
a mean percentage of 12.2% (Japanese-Ota (9.0%) and Japanese-Stanford (15.4%)), 
Germanic with a mean percentage of 10.7% (Dutch-Zink (12.1%), English-Providence (0.6%), 
English-Kern (13.0%), Swedish-Stanford (17.3%)) and Polish (1.4%). As mentioned above, 
XXYY can be classified as both initial reduplication patterns and final reduplication patterns 
and is, thus, calculated in both. 
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In short, the least common reduplicated patterns are those with reduplication at the 
centre of the utterance, followed by initial reduplication. Final reduplication is the most 
common pattern (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8 Distribution of patterns in tetrasyllabic utterances per language family and the mean percentage. The total 
percentage per language families and mean percentage exceeds 100%, since XXYY was treated as both initial and final 
reduplication. 
3.2.4 Longitudinal 
Figure 9.1 presents the distributions of XX and XY in three age groups. Trisyllabic 
patterns per age group are shown in Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3 for tetrasyllabic utterances. 
The age groups 0-5 months and 5-8 months are not analysed here, since there were too few 
participants with too few utterances for these categories to be able to draw any conclusions 
– one participant producing 57 utterances (Arabic-Kern participant Zaidaan) and three 
participants producing 51 utterances (French-Kern participant Esteban; Portuguese-CCF 
participant Luma; and Romanian-Kern participant Alice), respectively. 
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Figure 9.1 Distribution of disyllabic utterances over three periods.  
 
Figure 9.2 Distribution of trisyllabic utterances over three periods. 
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Figure 9.3 Distribution of tetasyllabic utterances based on the place of reduplication over three periods. Subgroups: 
Variegation (XYXY, XYXZ, XYZX, XYZY and XYZW), Final reduplication (XXYY, XYYY, XYXX, XYZZ), Central reduplication 
(XYYX and XYYZ), Initial reduplication (XXXY, XXYY, XXYX and XXYZ) and Full reduplication (XXXX) 
3.2.4.1 8-12 months 
In this age group, XY accounts for 75.0% of the disyllabic utterances (XX 25.0%). The 
most common trisyllabic pattern is XYZ (50.1%). The most frequent reduplicated pattern for 
these three-syllable utterances is XYY (17.6%) closely followed by XXX (16.5%). The 
tetrasyllabic utterances are dominated by full variegation (XYZW 34.7%). All variegation 
patterns together account for 48.8% of tri- and tetrasyllabic utterances. Reduplication at the 
end of the utterances accounts for 20,7% (XXYY 1.9%; XYXX 0.5%; XYYY 10.6%; XYZZ 7.8%). 
Initial reduplication accounts for 11.5% (XXXY 4.5%; XXYX 1.2%; XXYY 1.9%; XXYZ 3.8%). 
There were no sessions for this age group in Japanese-Ota and Polish-WeistJarosz. Thus, 
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there are results for Polish as a language family, and, Japanese-Stanford only represents 
Japanese as a language family. 
3.2.4.2 12-18 months 
Between 12-18 months old, 81.6% of the utterances are of the form XY, 17.8% is XY. Of 
the three-syllable utterances, 62.1% are XYZ. The pattern XYY accounts for 15.6% of the 
utterances, the most frequent reduplication. Full variegation (XYZW 41.4%) occurs the most 
frequent among tetrasyllabic utterances (all variegation patterns together account for 
58.6%). Reduplication at the end of the utterances accounts for 15.7% (XXYY 2.2%; XYXX 
1.0%; XYYY 6.1%; XYZZ 6.4%). Initial reduplication accounts for 11.7% (XXXY 3.3%; XXYX 1.3%; 
XXYY 2.2%; XXYZ 4.9%). Polish-WeistJarosz had no sessions for this age group. Therefore, 
there are results missing for Polish as a language family. 
3.2.4.3 18-24 months 
In the oldest age group, XY accounts for 72.5% of the disyllabic utterances, XX for 
13.4%. The trisyllabic utterances are dominated by variegation of the form XYZ (79.3%). XYY 
(10.9%) is by far the most frequent reduplicated pattern in trisyllabic utterances. XYZW has 
the highest distribution of tetrasyllabic utterances (63.1%). All variegation patterns together 
add up to 73.6%. Final reduplicated utterances account for 13.2% (XXYY 1.7%; XYXX 0.2%; 
XYYY 1.7%; XYZZ 9.6%). Reduplication at the beginning accounts for 7.3% (XXXY 0.9%; XXYX 
0.4%; XXYY 1.7%; XXYZ 4.4%). There were no sessions in this age group for English-Stanford 
and Swedish-Stanford. 
3.3 Conclusion and discussion 
In conclusion, Project 2 shows that variegated patterns are highly preferred over 
reduplicated patterns in disyllabic utterances, trisyllabic utterances and tetrasyllabic 
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utterances. When infants reduplicate, they prefer to do so at the end of the utterance. This 
is the case for both trisyllabic utterances and utterances consisting of four syllables. From a 
cross linguistic point of view, it can be concluded that variegated trisyllabic pattern are 
equally represented. However, regarding the utterances consisting of four syllables, there is 
variety amongst the language families. This divergence might be a reflection of the specific 
language features of the child’s surroundings, since utterances longer than three syllables 
occur mainly in the latest period of babbling when infants’ speech production starts to 
resemble the ambient language more and more. Polish and Germanic contain XYZW more 
often than Latin/Italic. Latin/Italic score relatively high on reduplicated patterns, as they do 
for XXX and XXY. 
For the two youngest age groups there are too few participants and too few 
utterances to draw a reliable conclusion from those age groups and, therefore, I left them 
out of the longitudinal analysis. These few results that have been found in these age groups 
are, however, included in the main age group (0-24 months). The third age group, 8-12 
months, favours XY over XX as well as XYZ over reduplication in trisyllabic utterances. 
However, XYY and XXX are almost equally distributed with a slight preference for XYY. From 
the third age group to the fourth is an increase in XY utterances as well as the variegated 
forms in trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic utterances. However, when infants reduplicate, they 
decreasingly favour to do so at the end of an utterane. As for the oldest age group, the 
distribution of XY has decreased but is still preferred over XX. XYZ utterances have doubled 
while XYY has decreased. In addition, the variegated pattern in tetrasylabic has also doubled 
at the expense of final reduplication in the oldest age group compared to the preceding age 
group. Yet, final reduplication still occurs twice as much as initial reduplication. 
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As an improvement for further research, all corpora should be analysed with most 
recent version of the script to report syllable patterns from the IPA Actual tier to ensure 
uniformity in the output. Another improvement can be pursued by substituting as many 
manual processes by automatic processes as possible. Such improvements involve 
calculating the number of utterances per syllabic pattern, extracting those numbers to a 
large  data file per language and extracting this data into a cross-linguistic data file. Since 
there was no script to automatically calculate and extract these numbers, minor human 
errors might have been introduced. Finally, Japanese and Romanian syllabification rules 
were not accessible. Therefore, they were syllabified on the basis of English syllabification 
principles. For future research, it is desirable to have Japanese and Romanian syllabification 
rules accessible in Phon. 
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4. General Conclusion and Discussion 
The conclusion that can be drawn from both Project 1 and Project 2 is that full 
variegation is preferred over any form of reduplication in 0-24-months-olds – XY (84.0% of 
disyllabic utterances), XYZ (71.5% of trisyllabic utterances), and XYZW (53.0% for 
tetrasyllabic utterances). 5However, when infants reduplicate they prefer to do so at the end 
of the utterance – 12.8% of the trisyllabic utterances and 13.2% of tetrasyllabic utterances. 
From a cross linguistic point of view it can be concluded that Polish and Germanic infants 
most frequently use variegated patterns. As regards to reduplicated patterns, Latin/ Italic 
has the highest rate for reduplication. One possible explanation for cross-linguistic 
differences might be that the distribution of syllabic patterns of the input to which the 
infants are exposed varies. Therefore, there is room for further research on the distribution 
of syllabic patterns in child directed speech. 
From a longitudinal point of view, we have seen an increase of variegated patterns 
between the 12-18-months-olds and 18-24-months-olds. The frequency in which final 
reduplicated patterns occur has decreased, although infants still favour them over other 
reduplicated forms. As for the oldest age group, while the rate of XY utterances have 
decreased but are still favoured, the XYZ utterances have doubled at the expense of the XYY 
pattern. This same observation holds for tetrasyllabic utterances - four-syllable utterances 
also doubled on the expense of final reduplication. However, final reduplication still occurs 
twice as much as initial reduplication. 
The observations confirm the conclusions made by Smith et al. (1989) and Lipkind et al. 
(2013) but this time in a large-scale and cross-linguistic study. By confirming their 
observations that fully variegated babbling patterns are the most frequent patterns 
                                                          
5
 These averages are the mean percentages of Project 2, since that method was the most accurate one. 
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throughout the entire babbling period, I hope to have debunked the myth of an initial period 
of only reduplicated babbling. Perhaps this might even lead to a revision of Hoff’s text book 
(2008) in which Oller (1980) is still mentioned. 
For future research on syllablic patterns with PhonBank, the method used in Project 2 
should be used since this is more accurate than the first one. Consequently, the stress 
markers will no longer influence the syllabification of the corpora that have not been 
analysed with the newest script. Secondly, for more detailed information on the 
development of the production of syllable patterns, the analysis could be done per month. 
This is, however, time-consuming (unless it can be done automatically as well as the 
calculation of the number of the utterances) and from the age of 0-8 months there are too 
few participants to rely on. Therefore, more participants between the age of 0-8 months are 
required to make the results for this subgroup significant. Thirdly, languages such as Cree, 
Berber, Cantonese and German that are already available in PhonBank but not suitably 
transcribed in IPA Actual, should preferably be modified in such a way that the script can 
process them. Further, languages available in CHAT format should preferably be written in 
the Phon format. Such additions to the database would broaden the cross-linguistic scope of 
the study and would make it possible to generalise output from each language if there would 
be more corpora for each language. 
This research and further research on syllabic patterns in babbling has contributed and 
will contribute to a better understanding in the linguistic development of syllabic patterns in 
the babbling phase cross-linguistically. 
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Appendix I 
All corpora have been downloaded on 12th March 2015. The corpora in bold have been used 
in Project 1, the ones in italics have been used in Project 2. 
Corpus Number of 
participants 
Number 
of 
sessions 
Number of 
records/utterances 
Tier name 
Arabic-Kern 4 111 33366 IPA Actual 
Berber-Larouchi 2 60 4736 Pho 
Cantonese-Paido 4 160 8303  
Cree-CCLAS 1 10 8474 IPA Actual 
Dutch-CLPF 12 211 19859 IPA Actual 
Dutch-Zink 4 151 56024 Pho 
English-
ComptonPater 
3 945 25118 IPA Actual 
English-Davis 21 602 97128 IPA Actual 
English-Goad 2 66 9225 IPA Actual 
English-Inkelas 1 200 1864 IPA Actual 
English 
McAllisterByun 
1 17 4283 IPA Actual 
English-Paido 4 162 15907 Wb 
English-Providence 6 364 460176 IPA Actual 
English-Smith 1 29 5308 IPA Actual 
English-Stanford 5 30 4004 IPA Actual 
French-GoadRose 2 79 7079 IPA Actual 
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French-Kern 4 129 50108 Pho 
French-Lyon 4 328 215362 IPA Actual 
French-Stanford 6 34 5166 IPA Actual 
French-Yamaguchi 1 31 29865 IPA Actual 
FrenchPortuguese-
Almeida 
2 109 16589 IPA Actual 
German-Stuttgart 6 106 10547  
German-TAKI 5 291 5712  
Greek-Padio 4 160 6373 Wb 
Japanese-Ota 3 63 7739 IPA Actual 
Japanese-Paido 4 170 10113 Wb 
Japanese-Stanford 5 21 3941 IPA Actual 
Polish-WeistJarosz 4 39 22092 IPA Actual 
Portuguese-CCF 5 152 31060 IPA Actual 
Portuguese-Freitas 7 92 30139 IPA Actual 
Romanian-Kern 4 92 33027 Pho 
Swedish-Lacerda 3 18 6508 Orthography 
Swedish-Stanford 5 14 2460 IPA Actual 
 148 5057 1247655  
 
For more detailed information, see the manuals that has been made available on the 
PhonBank website: http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/13phonbank.pdf. 
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Appendix II 
In what follows the expressions that have been used in Project 1 are presented. 
Search # of Syllables and Pattern Expression 
1 1S ^([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)$ 
2 2S ^([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
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[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)$ 
3 2S XX ^(([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)\2)$ 
4 2S XY*  
5 3S ^([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
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[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)$ 
6 3S XXX ^(([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
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[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)\2\2)$ 
7 3S XXY** ^(([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)\2 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)$ 
8 3S XYX** ^(([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
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[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?) 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?\2)$ 
9 3S XYY** ^([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
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[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
([^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ] 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]? 
[^iyɨʉɯuɪʏʊeøɘɵɤoəɚɛœɜɞʌɔɝæɐaɶɑɒ ]? 
[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[ ]?[|]?[‖]?[ˑ]?[.]?)\2)$ 
10 3S XYZ*** 
* Data for disyllabic utterances with the pattern XY have to be extracted manually from the results from Search 2 minus 
the results from Search 3, since it is not possible to write a specific expression for this pattern. 
** Data for trisyllabic utterances with the patterns XXY, XYX, XYY have to be extracted manually from Search 7, 8 and 9 
respectively minus the results from Search 6, since it is not possible to write specific expressions for these patterns. 
*** Data for trisyllabic utterances with the pattern XYZ have to be extracted manually from the results from Search 5 
minus the results from Search 6, 7,8 and 9, since it is not possible to write a specific expression for this pattern. 
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Appendix III 
Output example of Project 1. 
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Appendix IV 
 
 
 
Results Project 1, age: < 02;00.00 
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Appendix V 
The following script was used for all corpora in Project 2, except for Portuguese-CCF. 
import ca.phon.ipa.* 
import ca.phon.ui.toast.* 
import ca.phon.app.session.* 
import javax.swing.*; 
 
// ensure we have a project 
def project = window.project 
if(project == null) ToastFactory.makeToast("No project").start() 
def sessionSelector = new SessionSelector(project); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, new JScrollPane(sessionSelector)); 
 
// print table header 
println "\"Session\",\"Record\",\"Group\",\"IPA Target\",\"IPA Target Pattern\",\"IPA 
Actual\",\"IPA Actual Pattern\",\"Pattern Match\"" 
 
/** 
 * Return a String representation of syllable pattern 
 * in XYZ format. 
 */ 
def syllablePattern(IPATranscript ipa) { 
 def syllList = [] 
 
 currentChar = '@'; 
 StringBuilder sylls = new StringBuilder(); 
 StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
 ipa.syllables().each{ syll -> 
  if(sylls.size() > 0) sylls.append(".");   
  sylls.append(syll.removePunctuation().toString()); 
 
  strippedSyll = syll.stripDiacritics(); 
  if(!syllList.contains(strippedSyll.toString())) { 
   currentChar++; 
   syllList.add(strippedSyll.toString()); 
  } 
  sb.append( (char) (65 + syllList.indexOf(strippedSyll.toString())) ); 
 
   
 } 
 return [ sylls.toString(), sb.toString() ]; 
} 
 
def selectedSessions = sessionSelector.selectedSessions; 
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selectedSessions.each{ sessionLoc -> 
 def session = project.openSession(sessionLoc.corpus, sessionLoc.session); 
 
 session.records.each{ record -> 
  for(grpIdx = 0; grpIdx < record.numberOfGroups(); grpIdx++) {  
   def group = record.getGroup(grpIdx); 
 
   def includeGroup = true; 
   ipaT = group.IPATarget; 
   ipaT.syllables().each { includeGroup &= it.contains("\\v") } 
 
   (ipaT, ipaTPattern) = syllablePattern(ipaT); 
   ipaA = group.IPAActual; 
   ipaA.syllables().each { includeGroup &= it.contains("\\v") } 
 
   (ipaA, ipaAPattern) = syllablePattern(ipaA); 
   rIdx = session.getRecordPosition(record)+1; 
   gIdx = grpIdx + 1; 
   matches = (ipaTPattern == ipaAPattern ? "Y" : "N"); 
   if(includeGroup) 
    println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"$ipaT\",\"$ipaTPattern\",\"$ipaA\",\"$ipaAPattern\",
\"$matches\"" 
  } 
 } 
} 
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Appendix VI 
 
The following script is the second version of reporting syllabic patterns from IPA 
Actual. It has been used in the analysis for Portuguese-CCF in Project 2. 
import ca.phon.ipa.*; 
import ca.phon.session.*; 
import ca.phon.extensions.*; 
import ca.phon.app.session.*; 
import ca.phon.ui.toast.*; 
import ca.phon.project.*; 
 
import javax.swing.*; 
 
def project = window.project; 
if(project == null) ToastFactory.makeToast("No project").start(); 
 
def sessionSelector = new SessionSelector(project); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, new JScrollPane(sessionSelector)); 
 
 
// print table header 
println "\"Session\",\"Record\",\"Group\",\"Warning\""; 
 
def selectedSessions = sessionSelector.getSelectedSessions(); 
selectedSessions.each { sessionLoc -> 
 def session = project.openSession(sessionLoc.corpus, sessionLoc.session); 
 
 session.records.each { record -> 
  def rIdx = session.getRecordPosition(record)+1; 
  for(grpIdx = 0; grpIdx < record.numberOfGroups(); grpIdx++) { 
   def gIdx = grpIdx + 1; 
   def grp = record.getGroup(grpIdx); 
   def ipaA = grp.IPAActual; 
   def pho = grp.getTier("pho"); 
    
   if(pho != null) { 
    try { 
     newIPA = 
IPATranscript.parseIPATranscript(pho); 
 
     if(ipaA != null && ipaA.length() > 0) { 
      // print overwrite warning 
      println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"Overwriting existing data $ipaA\""; 
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     } 
     grp.setIPAActual(newIPA); 
    } catch (e) { 
     // print warning 
     println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"$e.message\""; 
 
     // save as an unvalidated value 
     newIPA = new IPATranscript(); 
     UnvalidatedValue uv = new 
UnvalidatedValue(pho); 
     newIPA.putExtension(UnvalidatedValue.class, 
uv); 
     if(ipaA != null && ipaA.length() > 0) { 
      // print overwrite warning 
      println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"Overwriting existing data $ipaA\""; 
     } 
     grp.setIPAActual(newIPA); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 try { 
  def writeLock = project.getSessionWriteLock(session); 
  project.saveSession(session, writeLock); 
  project.releaseSessionWriteLock(session, writeLock); 
 }  catch (e) { 
  println "\"$sessionLoc\",\"0\",\"0\",\"$e.message\"";  
 } 
} 
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Appendix VII 
The following script was used to copy transcriptions from the pho tier to the IPA Actual tier in 
Project 2. 
import ca.phon.ipa.*; 
import ca.phon.session.*; 
import ca.phon.extensions.*; 
import ca.phon.app.session.*; 
import ca.phon.ui.toast.*; 
import ca.phon.project.*; 
 
import javax.swing.*; 
 
def project = window.project; 
if(project == null) ToastFactory.makeToast("No project").start(); 
 
def sessionSelector = new SessionSelector(project); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, new JScrollPane(sessionSelector)); 
 
 
// print table header 
println "\"Session\",\"Record\",\"Group\",\"Warning\""; 
 
def selectedSessions = sessionSelector.getSelectedSessions(); 
selectedSessions.each { sessionLoc -> 
 def session = project.openSession(sessionLoc.corpus, sessionLoc.session); 
 
 session.records.each { record -> 
  def rIdx = session.getRecordPosition(record)+1; 
  for(grpIdx = 0; grpIdx < record.numberOfGroups(); grpIdx++) { 
   def gIdx = grpIdx + 1; 
   def grp = record.getGroup(grpIdx); 
   def ipaA = grp.IPAActual; 
   def pho = grp.getTier("pho"); 
    
   if(pho != null) { 
    try { 
     newIPA = 
IPATranscript.parseIPATranscript(pho); 
 
     if(ipaA != null && ipaA.length() > 0) { 
      // print overwrite warning 
      println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"Overwriting existing data $ipaA\""; 
     } 
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     grp.setIPAActual(newIPA); 
    } catch (e) { 
     // print warning 
     println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"$e.message\""; 
 
     // save as an unvalidated value 
     newIPA = new IPATranscript(); 
     UnvalidatedValue uv = new 
UnvalidatedValue(pho); 
     newIPA.putExtension(UnvalidatedValue.class, 
uv); 
     if(ipaA != null && ipaA.length() > 0) { 
      // print overwrite warning 
      println 
"\"$sessionLoc\",\"$rIdx\",\"$gIdx\",\"Overwriting existing data $ipaA\""; 
     } 
     grp.setIPAActual(newIPA); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 def writeLock = project.getSessionWriteLock(session); 
 project.saveSession(session, writeLock); 
 project.releaseSessionWriteLock(session, writeLock); 
} 
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Appendix VIII 
In what follows I explain step-by-step the procedure of Project 2. The first step in this 
project was resetting the syllabification for each language. This automatically set for all 
sessions per language in Phon with the “reset syllabification” tool. This done by opening the 
Project Manager for the language, opening the Project menu and selecting Check 
Transcriptions. A new window, called Check Transcriptions, is opened. Under Operation, 
Reset syllabification was checked as well as “also reset phone alignment”. When Reset 
syllabification was checked, the option to select the specific language syllabification rules 
was opened. Above-mentioned table 3 shows the corpora and the chosen syllabification set. 
After checking the correct syllabification set, Check Transcriptions gives the possibility to 
choose which sessions you want to be syllabified. For each language all sessions were 
selected. Clicking on the button Next makes the syllabifying process start. 
Secondly, in order to select the sessions that are needed for the age groups, the age of 
the infants for each session had to be looked up. This information can be found under 
Session Information (Project Manager > Participant > Session, then in Session Editor > View > 
Session Information). For an overview of the age groups with corresponding sessions per 
infant, see Appendix IX.  
The reports were saved as .CSV-files in Libre Office Calc (for an example report, see 
Figure 10). The output in the Libre Office Calc document needed to be ordered. Since, I was 
interested in the IPA Actual Pattern, this column was ordered in an ascending way (pattern X 
at the top of the document). The relevant information from the scripts’ output are IPA 
Actual and IPA Actual Pattern. The transcription of what is actually being uttered by the 
infant is under IPA Actual (corresponding to the IPA Actual tier) and IPA Actual Pattern 
represents the pattern of that utterance. 
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Figure 10 Example report in Libre Office Calc 
While going through these reports, I found out that there were results that could not 
be defined to be of a specific pattern (e.g. those that had been transcribed as merely “V.V”). 
In these cases the transcribers did not know how to transcribe the utterances in IPA. 
Therefore, such utterances were erased from the report. There were, nevertheless, some 
exceptions. For example, in Arabic-Kern session Feryel.tufe09 record 25 there is the 
utterance that is transcribed as ‘VC’. Obviously, this monosyllabic utterance can only be 
classified as an X pattern. Consequently, I left such unambiguous utterance in the report.  
Since all corpora, except for Portuguese-CCF, were analysed with the first version of 
the script, the output of these corpora needed to be checked on false classifications due to 
stress markers. In such cases where the classification went wrong, the pattern had to be 
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changed manually. After these changes had been applied the output needed to be ordered 
again according to ascending order of IPA Actual Pattern. 
Subsequently, the number of utterances per pattern was calculated and these totals 
were gathered in documents representing each pattern to add up the totals from all infants 
per language. Finally, the sum of the utterances of each language were joined in a document 
in which the languages were presented in the rows and the number of patterns and the 
percentages of these patterns were presented in the columns. See Appendix VIII for these 
results sheets. 
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Appendix IX 
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Appendix X 
Results Project 2: mono-, di- and trisyllabic distributions on pages 77-82. Pages 83-88, tetrasyllabic 
distributions. 
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